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Yes We Can, Yes We Must 
By Rustum Fortune 

 
Nobody in my opinion placed more emphasis on society’s role than Rev Dr. Martin Luther King when 
he quoted John Donne in a 1961 sermon as saying “No man is an island entire of itself. Every man is 
a part of the continent, a part of the main. Any man’s death diminished me for I am involved in 
mankind. Therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls. It tolls for thee.” (Carson 2006:417) 
 
Dr King goes on to explain the above quote by saying that “I can never be what I ought to be until you 
are what you ought to be, and you can never be what you ought to be until I am what I ought to be.” 
and that “We are all caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny 
and whatever affects one directly affects all indirectly.” (Carson 2006:417). 
We are all connected in life and we thus need to regard each other as playing an important role in the 
development of our nation. 
 
The Honorable Walter E Fauntray, former representative to the United States Congress, also 
illustrated society’s role in a nation when he defined politics as “the process whereby we in a 
democracy create laws from our beliefs.” (Carson 2001:44)  
In other words, politics is the process whereby we make what we believe, public practice and policy. 
Much emphasis is placed on the “we” in that statement. That simply means you and I have an 
important role in making what we believe public practice and policy. 
In this essay, as the above sentiment suggests, I will illustrate how really important society’s role is in 
the development of a nation. 
 
FROM SMALL BEGINNINGS 
 
Society does not start with the collective, but with the individual. The individual is the building block 
that creates the edifice we call society. Collective individuals form a family. Collective families form a 
community. Collective communities form a society and collective societies form a nation. As noted 
above, the individual’s role is vitally important. An individual, born within the confines of geographical 
demarcated boundaries, bears the title of being a citizen. Citizens have the right to participate in the 
activities of the nation’s development. For example, if it is a democracy, citizens have the right to cast 
their votes in an open and free election. They are also afforded to participate in forums and 
referendums. Whether the nation is a direct democracy, where citizens vote for a particular individual 
or an indirect democracy, where citizens vote for representatives who in turn represent their interests, 
the individual has a say in what becomes public practice and policy. 
 
The next step towards the formation of society is the family unit. Smelser (1981:281) defines a family 
as “two or more persons related by blood, marriage or adoption who often live together in the same 
household.” Individual’s personal beliefs can be molded within a family environment resulting in the 
individual developing various opinions and points of view that will influence the way the individual 
participates in society. That is why I believe that parents have a very important role to play in the 
development of their children because the way the children are raised and the kind of morals that are 
ingrained within them, plays a crucial role the way country will develop for generations yet unborn. A 
child growing up today may very well be the next state president of tomorrow. 
 
The next phase in the evolution of society is the development of community. Communities evolve as 
families group together based on common interest held among these families. In other words, it’s 
what a group of families have in common.  
These common interests could be religious, racial, cultural or occupational in nature. These common 
interests create an atmosphere or a culture. Culture stems from the word “cult” which implies a 
following or more profoundly a “sect”. It is almost separatist and sectarian in nature. This group 
consciousness carries with it profound influence especially since these families can unite to achieve 
the ideals that they so fervently believe in. This definitely changes the political scene if these common 
interests expand beyond local boundaries and gain popularity on a national scene. 
 
A collective of communities form society and this affords individuals to organize themselves politically 
thus creating a state and government which is the machinery of the state. Let’s proceed to see what 
makes up the state and society’s role therein. 
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THE STATE 
 
The word “State” is often used interchangeably with the word “government”. This is often misleading 
and confusing. The government is an organ of a state and operates under the umbrella of the state. 
The government is the organ involved in delivering public services to its citizens. These include 
protective services, wealth creating services, environmental services, health and housing services 
and educational services. But this is not a state. So what then is a state? 
 
A State is defined by the following criteria: 
 

 Sovereign 

 Fixed Population 

 Geographical Borders 
 

 Sovereign 
 
This means that the state is free from international interference. This means that the government has 
the right to exercise it’s authority in any way without any outside interference. 
 

 Fixed Population 
 
A state has citizens. Aristotle defines a citizen as “he who has power to take part in the deliberative or 
judicial administration of any state.” (Ebenstein and Ebenstein 1991:87) 
Being a citizen allows one to participate in the political, social and economic processes of that state. 
 

 Geographical Borders 
 
A state is identified with an internationally recognized geographical area for the purpose of 
recognizing the need to control citizen’s movements between countries for political, administrative and 
economic reasons. 
 
THE STATE - THEORIES 
 
In order to understand how the state is a result of how society organizes itself politically, we should 
take a look at how various theories of the state evolved and how these theories have been noted as 
being forerunners to the form of political ideologies we have today. 
 
As I noted earlier, society all begins with the individual. I will now use the individual as a means of 
explaining the various theories of the state. 
 
Thomas Hobbes was an English philosopher whose theory of the state was strongly influenced by the 
period in which he lived. A period noted for civil wars and unrest. It is my opinion that he developed a 
grim and bleak aspect of an individual’s behavior or human behavior. He adopted the opinion that 
because humans compete for the same resources, it causes conflicts to arise that are selfish in 
nature. He held the view that humans are inherently selfish driven to exhibit brutal behavior and that 
the state exists to enforce it’s authority in order to control society’s brutal and selfish tendencies. 
 
Hobbes’ view for the existence of the state varies from John Locke in that Locke believed that the 
state exists as a referee to regulate society’s behavior. Locke held the view that though selfishness 
and greed may breed contention within society; this is not absolute in nature. In other words, not 
everyone is driven by greed and selfishness as individuals compete for scarce resources. Locke 
believed that individuals have the right to some God given rights that are neither conferred nor 
derived from the state, but that the state has the duty to regulate. These being the right to life, liberty 
and happiness. The need for the state to regulate society results in the formation of government as a 
machine or organ of the state. 
 
Jean Jacques Rousseau varied in his theory of why the state exists in that he believed that a corrupt 
society creates corrupt individuals. In other words people are not inherently bad or corrupt but society 
is and this is what corrupts individuals. The state therefore exists in order to exercise it’s authority 
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over society for the good of society as a whole. In other words if one can fix society you can create a 
good environment for individuals to flourish in. Individuals thus surrender their individual freedom to a 
sovereign for the good of the whole of society. This theory carries with it the seed of democracy. 
 
So as we can see in the above theories, the conduct of the individual is vitally important with respect 
to participation and behavior and this determines how people politically organize themselves in order 
to define the very nature of the state. These theories illustrate how individuals interact with the organ 
of the state namely the government and how individuals interact with one another. 
This brings us to the concept of social contracts. 
 
SOCIAL CONTRACTS 
 
The most obvious example of a social contract within various states is a constitution. A constitution 
can be written or unwritten. In other words there could be a physical document comprising a written 
constitution or various customs, traditions and values comprising an unwritten constitution. A typical 
example of an unwritten constitution is states that have a theocracy or states where there is no 
separation of church or state. Islamic countries are also examples of states that have an unwritten 
constitution. 
 
This social contract is an agreement between a state and its citizens and between citizens and 
citizens. In the context of the 1996 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa there is both vertical 
and horizontal application especially of the “Bill of Rights”. Society played an important role in the 
draft of what is today the constitution of South Africa. Individuals were afforded and opportunity to 
play a role by giving ideas and opinions on what they believed were important issues and concerns 
for the new South Africa. Due to the vast injustices created by the apartheid era a social contract was 
implemented to prevent these injustices for occurring again. This kind of social contract is very 
profound in its effect. 
The Constitution of South Africa is the highest law of the land or the supreme law of the land. Nobody 
in the land is above the law and the law applies to everybody whether they are real/natural persons or 
juristic persons.  
This is noted in section 8(1) of the constitution that states that “The Bill of Rights applies to all law, 
and binds the legislature, the executive, the judiciary and all organs of the state”. In other words the 
president, parliament, courts and organs of the state are accountable to the constitution. 
UNISA performs a function of Education in the state and can therefore be regarded as an organ of the 
state as defined in section 239 b (ii) of the Constitution of South Africa. That means that the 
Constitution applies to UNISA as well because it is an organ of the state and performs a public 
function. 
In other words this powerful social contract protects the state from turning into a tyranny and abusing 
its citizens and from citizens from abusing each other. This in a sense protects individuals from the 
problems that could arise found in the social contract theories noted earlier by Thomas Hobbes, John 
Locke and Jean Jacques Rousseau. 
 
PARTICIPATION IN THE STATE 
 
Citizens participate in the activities of the state. As I noted earlier, citizens have the right to cast their 
votes in an open and free election. They are also afforded to participate in forums and referendums. 
Whether the nation is a direct democracy, where citizens vote for a particular individual or an indirect 
democracy, where citizens vote for representatives who in turn represent their interests, the individual 
has a say in what becomes public practice and policy. The role of the individual in this regard affords 
the state authority and not necessarily power. 
 
POWER VS AUTHORITY 
 
Power 
 
Power in this regard is seen more as individual rather than something exercised by the state. 
Individuals exercise power by having more wealth, influence, qualifications and social advancements. 
This is in essence a kind of social superiority rather than a position occupied. 
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Authority 
 
This involves an individual’s activity within the state. The individual surrenders his or her individual 
freedom and power to the state to exercise over a wider spectrum or sphere. A government as an 
organ of the state through an election gains legitimate access to enforce its policies by having 
authority. Here we see that the individual’s participation can determine what authority is exercised in 
the state. 
 
GLOBALIZATION – SOCIETY PARTICIPATING ON AN INTERNATIONAL SCALE 
 
The Cold War, stemming from the end of World War II, up until the dismantling of the Berlin Wall in 
1989 is to me the personification of international contention and division ranging from military might, 
political ideologies to technological advancements. This war created a world bent on paranoia 
resulting in one nation trying to outdo the other in an attempt to preserve national secrets and to 
consolidate power in the world and more profoundly, power over the world. 
We have indeed come a long way since the piercing chill of the Cold War. The world more than ever 
before is moving towards a single consciousness or singularity. Though a degree of international 
paranoia still exists, the wall that has separated nations is increasingly being dissolved by increased 
international agreements, technology, environmental needs and changes and the desire to uplift the 
dignity and worth of all human personality. This is “Globalization”. 
 
What is Globalization? 
 
“The fact that the work which improves the condition of mankind, the work which extends knowledge 
and increases power and enriches literature and elevates thought, is not done to secure a living. It is 
the work of men who somehow find a form of work that brings security for its own sake and a state of 

society where want is abolished.” 
 (Carson 2001:188) 

 
“Problems and issues have become global, beyond the reach of national governments: climate 
change, cross border pollution, weapons trafficking, drugs trading, organized crime cannot be 

addressed by any nation acting alone.” 
(Reagan 2002:223) 

 
Technology has truly become a beacon light of hope for the day and age in which we live. It has 
presented the opportunity to, as quoted above, to increase our human power and extend knowledge. 
Technology has allowed us to dwarf distance and place time in chains. States separated by 
thousands of kilometers are now neighbors within an international neighborhood or “near – by – 
hood”. 
 
States are thus more readily provided with the ability to trade, and trade more effectively and 
efficiently and also to move goods, information and services at a faster pace. No nation in my opinion 
is self sufficient. Time indeed is money, and billions is being saved by the effective and efficient path 
that technology has paved for us. The world thus is becoming more closely knit and Globalization is 
taking place. This of course carries not only economic implications but they are political, social and 
cultural as well. 
 
Governments as a result are able to promote the interests of individuals on an international sphere. 
This promotes a variety of treaties and agreements to manifest thus allowing states to confer on 
different matters. 
 
A very good illustration of this was during the Apartheid era when South Africa was excluded from the 
international scene due to its racist procedures and policies. Because a minority of individuals gave a 
racist state the right to enact policies on their behalf, it had international consequences. So we must 
never underestimate the power of a single individual. Individual votes add up to millions of votes and 
thus individuals must never pass up an opportunity to participate in the political processes of the 
state. 
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As Martin Niemöller phrased it in his poem: First They Came 
 

First they came for the Communists, 
and I didn’t speak up, 

because I wasn’t a Communist. 
 

Then they came for the Jews, 
and I didn’t speak up, 

because I wasn’t a Jew. 
 

Then they came for the Catholics, 
and I didn’t speak up, 

because I was a Protestant. 
 

Then they came for me, 
and by that time there was no one left 

to speak up for me. 
 
From the family unit to the international collective, individuals and society as a whole play an 
important role in the development of a country. 
In my opinion, it’s always the people that say it can’t be done that’s doing nothing and indeed 
procrastination still remains the thief of time. Failure to participate is a missed opportunity. 
Victor Hugo has been noted as saying that “Where there is darkness, sins will be committed. But he 
who is guilty is not only he who committed the crime, but he who created the darkness.”  
(King 1996:21) 
 
Through our participation we can bring light to a world in dying need of light. 
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